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Overview
The aim of this investigation was to characterise the performance of the gas-cluster ion source (GCIS) for the depth
profiling of thick organic multi-layer materials. The sample is composed of 25 repeating units of polystyrene (PS)
and polyvinylpyrrolidine (PVP) PS = 288 ± 1.3 and PVP = 328 ± 7 nm on a glass substrate. It has been considered
challenging to depth profile thick samples (>1 micron) of soft materials due to the changes which occur under sustained X-ray irradiation and bombardment of charged projectiles, however, in this study we describe a methodology to eliminate these issues. The use of fast acquisition, snapshot spectroscopy and rotation is discussed herein.
Introduction
Gas cluster ion sources are becoming more widely used
to study polymer materials. Whilst very useful and valid chemical information can be obtained, it is often not
possible to make observations to separate out subtle
changes in etch rates or observe degradation of deep
interfaces due to the crater / X-ray beam effects on the
sample rather than intrinsic to the material or interface
itself. Here we use well defined polymer multilayer
materials, commonly used for optical filters and reflectors,1,2 to propose optimized acquisition parameters for
sputter depth profiling ‘soft’ multilayer materials.
We investigate XPS depth profiling of a challenging but
well characterized 15 μm thick multilayer sample of PS
and PVP (chemical structures shown in figure 1) using
argon cluster etching. In this study the incident ion

beam was used at a constant energy setting (10 kV,
Ar1000 + equivalent to 10 eV per incident atom) and the
sample presented without rotation, ‘Zalar’ (constant)
rotation and ‘Shard’ (90 degree, stepwise cross etches)
rotation. The effect of minimizing X-ray exposure was
also investigated.

Figure 1: Chemical structures of PS (left) and PVP (right)

Discussion
For the initial depth profile an Arn+ cluster size of n=1000
was chosen with an ion acceleration voltage of 10 keV.
This mode is commonly used for depth profiling organic
materials because the average energy per ion (10 eV) is
above the threshold energy to break the polymer bonds.
A raster size of 1 mm x 1 mm was chosen with an analysis
area of 110 µm in the centre of the crater. Scanned spectra were acquired for the C 1s and O 1s regions with a total
acquisition time of 120 s. In between depth profiles the Xray source was turned off to limit exposure of the sample
to the excitation source. From the profile shown in figure
2a) it is clear to see that the etching process initially works
with the top 16 layers. The total etch rate for the first two
layers was 164 nm/min. After 16 layers the resolution of
the layer interface between the polymers begins to fade.
Analysis of the C 1s and O 1s peaks after 20 layers showed
the peak shape no longer represented either PVP or PS but
a mixture of the two.
To further investigate whether the observed decrease in
interface resolution was a symptom of the sample production process or of the analysis conditions, the use of Zalar
[3] rotation was employed (figure 2b). It should be noted
that for consistency the sample always returned to the
original position and orientation for XPS analysis. Zalar rotation was initially developed as a solution to the formation of surface ripples formed under stationary ion
bombardment. Theory explains the process of ripple formation as the effect of curvature dependent sputtering in
the absence of viscous flow. Zalar rotation allows the
smoothing effects of self-diffusion and viscous flow to
dominate over the roughening effects. There is a marked
improvement in the depth profile compared to stationary
sputtering as many more layers are observed. In fact all 50
layers can be seen before the substrate is reached. However, blurring of the layers and an overall loss of interface
resolution occur as the etch depth increases. A comparison of etch time for layers 1-6 and layers 42-48 shows that
for the top layers each repeat period took approximately
270 s compared to 320 s for the bottom layers. This corresponds to an 18.5% increase in etch time per repeat period (despite the beam current remaining constant throughout the experiment).
The next parameter under consideration is X-ray exposure.
Previous studies have shown polymer blends to degrade
under X-ray exposure with spectra showing changes in
peak intensities, positions and shapes. X-rays can cause
electronic transitions in the material resulting in chemical
changes with free radical reactions, cross-linking and
structural reconstruction all possible degradation pathways. To explore this effect, snapshot spectral acquisition
mode was used with 2 second spectra acquired per ele-
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Figure 2: XPS depth profile of PS-PVP 50 layer sample
using ‘at%’ of O (blue) and C.(black) a) Experiment 1;
Standard 120s acquisition time and no rotation, b) Experiment 2: Standard 40s acquisition time and ‘Zalar’
rotation, c) Experiment 3: snapshot 4s acquisition time
to minimize X-ray exposure and ‘Zalar’ rotation, and d)
Experiment 4: 6s snapshot acquisition and ‘step-wise’
90° rotation. (reproduced from [4]).
ment (figure 2c). A clear improvement of the profile is
seen with very little change in interface resolution or etch
rate throughout the profile. This would imply that the
broadening of layers and increase in etch time per layer
discussed above was in fact due to X-ray exposure. A comparison of etch times for layers 1-8 and layers 40-48 shows
there is a 7.4% increase over the depth of the sample
which is a significant improvement from scanned acquisition.
The final experimental parameter explored was rotation
(figure 2d). A recent publication by Shard et al [4] highlighted the shortcomings of conventional Zalar rotation
due to variations in ion dose across an etch crater when
the rotational frequency is similar to or greater than raster
frequency. Shard instead proposes a step-wise method
employing 90° rotations between etches and no rotational
movement during etching. This simple method assumes
that any ripples will be removed by cross-etching, evening
out any topography created by the ion bombardment.

Interestingly a small increase in interface resolution was
observed using this method with even less blurring of layers and a change in etch rate throughout the stack of <5%.
This slight but significant improvement indicates that the
rotation and raster frequencies do indeed play a part in
the absolute resolution of the profile, further highlighting
the importance of experimental optimisation.

Figure 3 shows the sputter depth profile of the ‘50-layer’
sample spectra based on modelling the C 1s peak shape.
The C 1s spectra for the multiplayer samples were fitted
with a set of model components based on the known polymer structure.
Figure 3 a) - d) show the profiles based on just the C 1s
envelope for PVP and PS material. Comparing with the
elemental profiles of figure 2, the C 1s profiles show the
same behaviour, with the interface resolution degrading
due to signal mixing caused by sample roughening for the
non-rotated sample.

Conclusions
From this work it is concluded that it is possible to depth
profile relatively thick polymer samples using GCIS 10 kV
Ar1000+ clusters and XPS. Reducing X-ray dose and using
sample rotation markedly improves layer resolution and
reduces changes to etch rates due to ion induced roughening.
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Figure 3: C 1s PS & PVP model peak fit profiles for all
four experiments, a) Experiment 1; Standard 120s acquisition times and no rotation 50 b) Experiment 2:
Standard 40s acquisition time and ‘Zalar’ rotation, c)
Experiment 3: snapshot 4s acquisition time to minimize X-ray exposure and ‘Zalar’ rotation, and d) Experiment 4: 6s snapshot acquisition and ‘step-wise’ 90°
rotation. (reproduced from [4]).
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